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CASE NO. SA-CR-08-180-DOC
NOTICE OF MOTION & MOTION IN
LIMINE RE: EXPERT TESTIMONY;
MEMORANDUM OF POINTS AND
AUTHORITIES; EXHIBITS
Date: November 27, 2012
Time: 8:30 a.m.
Place: Courtroom of Judge Carter

Please take notice and notice is hereby given, that at the time and place

17 referred to above (the day of the commencement of trial), Defendants will move to
18 limit expert testimony, in both the number of experts to be called by the
19 Prosecution, and the scope of any such expert testimony. This Motion is based
20 upon the files and records of this case, the attached Memorandum of Points and
21 Authorities, the exhibits attached thereto and any further arguments to be offered at
22 the hearing of said
23 Dated: November 5, 2012
24
25
26
27
28

Respectfully submitted,
JOEL LEVINE, Esq.
A Professional Corporation
By s/ _____________________
JOEL LEVINE, Esq.
Attorneys for Defendant
BEATA PRIORE
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1

MEMORANDUM OF POINTS & AUTHORITIES

2
3 I. INTRODUCTION
4

Defendants are charged in a six count investment fraud Indictment with

5 conspiracy, wire fraud and aiding and abetting. The indictment results from a sting
6 undercover operation conducted by the FBI acting for an investment company
7 named New Mar Mesa. The FBI contacted the Defendants in an effort to “invest”
8 in a high return investment. The Defendant each spoke with or met the undercover
9 officer and discussed numerous investments, one of which, TSI Consulting, is the
10 basis for the charges in this case.
11

The gist of the charges is that the defendants allegedly misrepresented the

12 potential success and rate of return of the TSI investment to the undercover agent,
13 and thereby committed the acts charged as crimes in the Indictment. We note,
14 parenthetically, that no investment was ever made by the undercover FBI firm, that
15 no actual loss was experienced, and that the Defendants never profited from these
16 transactions.
17

Trial is set to commence on November 27, 2012. The Prosecution will seek

18 to call two expert witnesses, Sean M. O’Malley and James E. Byrne. The reports
19 of these two witnesses are attached to this Motion as Exhibits A and B,
20 respectively. As more fully set forth below, Defendants seek rulings from the
21 Court:
22

1. Limiting the number of expert witnesses to be called, assuming any of

23 those designated are even relevant and need to be testifying at all. The proposed
24 expert testimony in exhibits A and B appear to be duplicitous and cumulative.
25

2. Limiting the scope of any such testimony by excluding expert testimony

26 on legality of conduct, or the state of mind of any of the Defendants.
27
28
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1 II. GENERAL ARGUMENTS REGARDING EXPERT TESTIMONY
2

Rule 702 of the Federal Rules of Evidence governs the admissibility of

3 expert testimony. It states as follows:
4

“If scientific, technical or other specialized knowledge

5

will assist the trier of fact to understand the evidence or

6

to determine a fact in issue, a witness qualified as an

7

expert by knowledge, skill, experience, training, or

8

education, may testify thereto in the form of an opinion

9

or otherwise, if (1) the testimony is based upon sufficient

10

facts or data, (2) the testimony is the product of reliable

11

principles and methods, and (3) the witness has applied

12

the principles and methods reliably to the facts of the

13

case.”

14

In Daubert v. Merrell Dow Pharmacuticals, Inc., 113 S.Ct. 2786 (1993), the

15 United States Supreme Court provided the following guidelines under Rule 702 for
16 the admissibility of expert opinions based upon “scientific, technical or specialized
17 knowledge”:
18

1. Can the theory or technique be tested;

19

2. Has the theory or technique been tested;

20

3. Has the theory or technique been subjected to peer review and

21 publication;
22

4. What is the actual or potential rate of error of the theory or technique;

23

5. Is the theory or technique generally accepted by the pertinent scientific

24 community.
25

If proposed expert testimony fails any of these guidelines, the testimony can

26 be excluded on the ground that it will not assist the trier of fact to understand or
27 determine the facts. The expert testimony in the instant case meets none of these
28
3
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1 criteria. There exists no tests of these hypotheses, no peer review, no evaluation of
2 the rate of error, and the only potential “scientific” community which would accept
3 these evaluations is that of prosecutorial law enforcement.
4

The Supreme Court has held that the trial court’s decisions on admissibility

5 of expert testimony are reviewed under an abuse of discretion standard. Daubert
6 does not alter the discretionary standard governing the trial court’s evidentiary
7 rulings. General Electric v. Joiner, 118 S.Ct 512 (1997).
8
9 III. EXPERT TESTIMONY IN THE INSTANT CASE SHOULD EITHER
10 BE EXCLUDED, OR LIMITED IN THE NUMBER OF SUCH WITNESSES,
11 AND THE ISSUES TO BE TESTIFIED TO
12

The easiest place to start is whether expert witnesses are needed at all. The

13 two experts designated opine in their reports, regarding fraudulent high yield
14 investment programs, that such programs are fraudulent and secretive in nature,
15 where the alleged “victim” is kept in the dark regarding many features of the
16 investment program such as the identity of those in charge and the business
17 purposes. In the case at bar, the Defendants revealed the names of those involved
18 in the TSI program, offered to arrange meetings between the undercover operative
19 and TSI individuals, and even suggested a review by attorneys for the undercover
20 operative. This suggests the normal secretive nature of investments addressed by
21 the experts in not present here. The evidence in this case will certainly show that
22 the undercover federal agent was told of high rates of return on the investment he
23 was being presented with, but many of the features of the opinions focus on facts
24 of other cases the government has recently filed, which differ from this case. As
25 the Court exercises its gatekeeping function under Daubert, these differences
26 should be relevant, especially because experts tend to influence juries by the sheer
27 weight of their backgrounds and credentials.
28
4
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1

The trier of fact in the instant case does not need this type of assistance.

2 Furthermore, the potential prejudice from the aura of expert testimony would be
3 difficult to overcome. If misrepresentations of fact were made, a lay juror should
4 have little difficulty recognizing that and applying that to the required elements of
5 the crimes charged herein. An expert is not needed to assist a trier of fact well
6 qualified to understand simple concepts such as misrepresentations, assuming such
7 were made here. Moreover, should the experts conclusions’ rely on facts
8 concerning this particular investment program, or other investment programs, these
9 extraneous facts, which are hearsay, may violate the right to confrontation
10 described in the Sixth Amendment, as those rights have been interpreted by the
11 United States Supreme Court in Crawford v. Washington, 541 U.S. 36 (2004).
12

As the Court evaluates these issues, we also note that the undercover agent

13 may also be asked to testify, in part, as an expert witness, although such testimony
14 may also be subject to appropriate objections.
15

Special precautions should be taken to minimize potential prejudice when a

16 government agent testifies as both a fact and expert witness. United States v.
17 Farmer, 543 F.3d 363, 370 (7th Cir. 2008). See also United States v. Freeman, 498
18 F.3d 893, 903-4 (9th Cir. 2007) (noting concern that a case agent who testifies as an
19 expert receives “unmerited credibility” for lay testimony, but holding that the use
20 of case agents as both lay and expert witnesses not so inherently suspect that it
21 should be categorically prohibited provided that the district court engages in
22 vigilant gatekeeping and makes the dual roles of the witness clear to the jury.
23

The Court should either exclude the testimony of the experts, or at least

24 minimize the number of any such witnesses, whether they be those designated, or
25 the undercover fact witness also testifying as an expert.
26
27
28
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1 IV. TESTIMONY ON LEGAL CONCLUSIONS AND MENTAL STATE
2

Each of the reports refers to the conduct in this case as either illegitimate,

3 illegal, fraudulent, etc. These, we contend are legal opinions and must not be
4 permitted to come from experts. The Court is the source of legal definitions, given
5 to the jury in instructions. A witness’ legal conclusions, whether or not the witness
6 qualifies to testify as an expert, may not be admitted. Christiansen v. City of
7 Tulsa, 332 F.3d 1270 (10th Cir. 2003); Densberger v. United Technologies Corp,
8 283 F.3d 110 (2nd Cir. 2002); Mukhtar v. California State University Hayward, 299
9 F.3d 1053 (9th Cir. 2002).
10

In addition, while Rule 704 of the Federal Rules of Evidence does permit an

11 expert witness to testify on ultimate issues, it does not extend to permitting
12 testimony offering an opinion or inference as to whether the defendant did or did
13 not have the mental state of mind constituting an element of the charged offense.
14 See also United States v. Booth, 309 F.3d 566 (9th Cir. 2002); United States v.
15 Langford, 802 F.2d 1176 (9th Cir. 1986). As the Court can see from Exhibits A and
16 B, each of the experts have opinions on the intent of the Defendants to defraud,
17 which the Court undoubtedly knows is an element of these charges and usually the
18 most debated at trials such as this one. The expert opinions on this subject must
19 therefore be excluded.
20
21 V. CONCLUSION
22

It appears as though the prosecution seeks a successful trial result for itself

23 here by overloading its presentation with expert testimony. As this Court knows
24 from its own experience, most trials of fraud charges involve a showing of the
25 representations made by those charged, coupled with proof of their falsity. Here,
26 we suggest the falsity part of the proof exists only through the testimony of
27 experts. If the prosecution can otherwise prove the falsity, then the expert
28 testimony is also cumulative.
6
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1

We are asking the gatekeeper, this Court, to keep the gate completely closed,

2 or only opened slightly. We are also asking that any expert testimony permitted
3 exclude any reference to legal conclusions or mental state as those are completely
4 forbidden.
5
6 Dated: November 5, 2012

Respectfully submitted,

7

JOEL LEVINE, Esq.
A Professional Corporation

8
9
10
11

By s/ _____________________
JOEL LEVINE, Esq.
Attorneys for Defendant
BEATA PRIORE
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Testimony of Professor James E. Byrne
U.S. v. Onciu
8 September 2010
Professor Byrne. Professor James E. Byrne is a full time faculty member at George
Mason University School of Law where he has taught courses including contracts, sales,
commercial paper, international commercial transactions, and international commercial
fraud since 1982. He is also the Director of the Institute of International Banking Law &
Practice, a non profit educational organization. He is admitted to practice before the
Florida and Maryland Bars. He has spoken and written extensively in peer-reviewed
publications about commercial practices and commercial fraud including international
banking operations, financial instruments, Ponzi schemes, and high yield or prime bank
fraudulent schemes. His credentials including his publications are included in his resume
which follows.
Previous Testimony and Compensation. Professor Byrne has given testimony as an
expert in approximately 40 cases during the past 25 years of which the following
occurred in the past four years: U.S. v. Brown (S.D.N.Y. 2006); Smith v. Hanks (D. Ala.
2006); Total Energy Asia Ltd. v. Standard Chartered Bank (Hong Kong 2006); Nakorn
Thai Strip Mills v. Siam City Bank and Bank of New York (Thailand 2007); InterState
Net Bank v. Electronic Data Systems Corp. (D. N.J. 2007); PRB LLC v. West Anclote
Property, Inc. (2007) (arbitration); California v. Heath (2007); U.S. v. Thornburg (N.D.
Okla. 2009); Fox v. Bank Mandiri (Bankruptcy S.D. N.Y.), GECC v. Deutsche Bank
N.A. (arbitration); CNA v. Certain Underwriters at Lloyd’s London (Cook County, Ill.
2010); and Midcontinent Express Pipeline, LLC. v. MAN Industries (India) Ltd. (Harris
County, Texas 2010). He is being compensated for his work in US v. Onciu at the rate of
$350 per hour.
Materials Examined. He has examined the materials that are listed in letters dated 7
August 2009 and 3 September 2010 from Lawrence E. Kole to Professor James E. Byrne.
Opinion. Professor Byrne will testify that it is his professional opinion that the materials
that he has examined in connection with this case do not reflect legitimate transactions,
are not legitimate, and are instances of Prime Bank or High Yield fraudulent schemes.
Legitimate Instruments. He will testify about legitimate financial transactions and
instruments in the U.S., Canada, and Europe, how they work, the earnings or returns that
can be earned from them, and the risks that they entail. This testimony will include
trading in currency (foreign exchange transactions), medium term notes, banker’s
acceptances, trading and discounting financial instruments, lending, collateralization, and
guarantees. He will also explain how financial instruments are delivered, and the nature
of the SWIFT network.
Prime Bank or High Yield Fraudulent Schemes. He will testify about Prime Bank or
High Yield fraudulent schemes, explaining their characteristics including promised
disproportionate returns given the representations that the transactions are risk free or

1
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safe, the representation of “trading”, the misuse of legitimate instruments and commercial
terms and the names of legitimate institutions to give them credibility, the abuse of the
notion of secrecy and confidentiality, and the representation that the schemes further
humanitarian or charitable projects. He will also testify that it is not uncommon for
victims of High Yield or Prime Bank fraudulent schemes to seek to recoup their losses by
promoting the schemes to others.
Explanation of the Basis for His Opinions. He will also explain how the materials that
he has examined have led to his conclusion that the schemes that they reflect are not
legitimate and constitute an instance of Prime Bank or High Yield fraudulent schemes.
Aspects of the materials that he has examined that indicate that the schemes described in
them are not legitimate include mis-references or references in an incorrect context to
various aspects of commerce, finance, or investments. Some of these only occur in the
manner indicated in the context of Prime Bank or High Yield fraudulent schemes. These
matters include guaranteed principal with disproportionately high returns, the use of a
victim’s funds to induce an investment without the funds themselves being at risk,
guaranteed returns of hundreds of percent in periods from weeks to three months, the lack
of risk, vague “trading”, unusually large amounts of money, references to major banks,
the International Chamber of Commerce and its rules, blocked funds, loans in which
repayment was not expected, “pinging” accounts, irrevocable payment orders, recitals
that the funds are “good, clean and cleared” and “of Non-Criminal Origin”, proof of
SWIFT, and proofs of funds.
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